A study of the fragmentation properties of charm and bottom quarks into D mesons is presented. From 263 700 Z ~ hadronic decays collected in 1991 with the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider, D ~ D + and D *+ are reconstructed in the modes K-n + K-n+n + and DOn + followed by D~ + , respectively. The fractional decay widths F(Z~ are determined, and first results are presented for the production of D mesons from cO and bb events separately. The average energy fraction of D *• in charm quark fragmentation is found to be <Xe(D*))c=0.487+O.O15 (stat) _ 0.005 (sys.). Assuming that the fraction of D~ and charm-baryons produced at LEP is similar to that around 10 GeV, the Z ~ partial width into charm quark pairs is determined to be F~/F h = 0.187 _ 0.031 (stat) __+ 0.023 (sys). The probability for a b quark to fragment into B s or b-baryons is inferred to be 0.268 + 0.094 (stat)• 0.100 (sys) from the measured probability that it fragments into a/}o or B-.
Abstract.
A study of the fragmentation properties of charm and bottom quarks into D mesons is presented. From 263 700 Z ~ hadronic decays collected in 1991 with the DELPHI detector at the LEP collider, D ~ D + and D *+ are reconstructed in the modes K-n + K-n+n + and DOn + followed by D~ + , respectively. The fractional decay widths F(Z~ are determined, and first results are presented for the production of D mesons from cO and bb events separately. The average energy fraction of D *• in charm quark fragmentation is found to be <Xe(D*))c=0. 487+O . O15 (stat) _ 0.005 (sys.). Assuming that the fraction of D~ and charm-baryons produced at LEP is similar to that around 10 GeV, the Z ~ partial width into charm quark pairs is determined to be F~/F h = 0.187 _ 0.031 (stat) __+ 0.023 (sys). The probability for a b quark to fragment into B s or b-baryons is inferred to be 0.268 + 0.094 (stat)• 0.100 (sys) from the measured probability that it fragments into a/}o or B-.
Introduction
D mesons are known to be abundantly produced in the fragmentation and decay of c and b quarks. The charm quark fragments directly to the D, whereas the bottom quark fragments first into a B which subsequently decays to a D. This difference in the hadronization leads to energetic D mesons from primary charm quarks and a softer spectrum from bottom quarks.
An analysis of the production of D ~ D + and D *+ mesons* is presented using Z 0 hadronic decays collected in 1991 at LEP with the DELPHI detector. Charmed mesons are reconstructed in the following channels: -D *+ ~D%r + followed by D~ + _ DO-*K-re + _ D+-*K-rc+z~ + In the last two channels, the kaon is tagged by the ionization measurements made in the time projection Chamber. The silicon strip vertex detector helps separate primary and secondary vertices and improves the momentum resolution of charged particles.
After a brief description of the detector, the selection of Z ~ hadronic events and the Monte Carlo simulation * Throughout the paper charge-conjugate states are implicitly included are presented in Sect. 2. The methods for vertex reconstruction and the selections made for the various D mesons are detailed in Sect. 3 . In Sect. 4 the results of the fits to the D meson energy spectra are given and compared in Sect. 5 to 7 with previous analyses performed around the Y4s.
The detector, event selection and simulation
A description of the DELPHI apparatus can be found in [1] . Only tracking detectors for charged particles were relevant for the present analysis: the vertex-detector (VD), the inner detector (ID), the time projection chamber (TPC), the outer detector (OD) and the forward chambers A and B (FCA, FCB). The coordinate system is defined by the polar angle 0 to the electron beam direction, z, the azimuthal angle ~b and the radius R.
In 1991 the vertex detector consisted of three layers of silicon, at radii 6.3 cm, 9.0 cm and 11.0 cm. The layers allowed R~b coordinates to be measured over a length in z of 24 cm, and defined an acceptance for polar angles of 27-153 ~ , 37-143 ~ and 42-138 ~ for hits in the first, second and third layers, respectively. The residual of a hit in the inner layer relative to a charged particle with hits associated in the outer layers was measured to have an average resolution of 9.0 gm [2] .
The TPC, the principal tracking device of DELPHI is a cylinder of 30 cm inner radius, 122 cm outer radius and has a length of 2.7 m divided into two halves separated by the high voltage plane. Each half is divided into 6 sectors, each with 192 sense wires used for the particle identification. The dE/dx energy loss of a charged particle is measured by these wires as the 80% truncated mean of the amplitudes of the wire signals. According to the study presented in Sect. 3.1 for particles from D O decays, the dE/dx resolution has been measured to be 7.5%. However 25% of charged particles with momentum above 1 GeV/c have no dE/dx information because they are too close to another track or have too few wire hits (a minimum of 30 wires was required).
By using the combined information from OD + TPC + ID + VD tracking detectors a resolution of 3.5% on o-(p)/p was obtained for 45 GeV/c muons. Charged particles were retained if they satisfied the following selection criteria:
-momentum between 0.4 GeV/c and 50 GeV/c; -relative error on momentum measurement less than 100%;
-more than 30 cm track length in the TPC; -distance to the nominal interaction point along the beam direction below 10 cm; -projection of impact parameter relative to the interaction point in the plane transverse to the beam direction less than 4 cm.
These selections allow a reliable measurement of the multiplicity and momentum of the charged particles. Hadronic events were then accepted by requiring:
-five or more charged particles; -total energy of the charged particles greater than 12% of the centre-of-mass energy, assuming all charged particles to be pions.
A total of 250 500 hadronic events was selected from the 1991 data sample at centre-of-mass energies between 88.2 GeV and 94.2 GeV. This corresponds to 263 700 Z ~ hadronic decays when corrected for the selection efficiency which was determined by Monte Carlo simulation as described below.
Simulated hadronic events have been generated using the Lund parton shower Monte Carlo program [3] . The fragmentation parameters of the simulation* were tuned from various event-shape distributions observed in DEL-PHI hadronic final states [4] . The fragmentation of c and b quarks was described in the Lund string fragmentation model by the Peterson fragmentation function [5] :
where z=(E+&)hadron/(E+p)q=c, b, Pl being the longitudinal momentum relative to the quark axis. For b quark fragmentation, the Peterson coefficient eb = 0.008 + 0.005 _0.004was used [6] . The analysis presented in Sect. 4 describes the measurement of the Peterson coefficient, ec, for c quark fragmentation. Only D or D* mesons were produced in the charm quark fragmentation, or in B meson decay, with a rate D*/D=3. No D** production was considered, apart from a 20% contribution in B meson semi-leptonic decays. The D** contribution in the charm quark fragmentation and in B meson decays will be discussed in Sect. 5.
The events were followed through the detailed detector simulation DELSIM [7] which included simulation of secondary interactions and digitization of all electronic signals. The simulated data were then processed through the same analysis chain as the real data. The Z ~ hadronic decay selection efficiency was thus estimated to be 95.0 + 0.4%. A total of 700 000 Z ~ hadronic events was simulated for background studies, and 10 000 events were generated in each D ~ D + and D *+ decay channel in order to estimate the D meson acceptance and reconstruction efficiency.
* The relevant parameters were: effective AQC, = 255 eV, invariant mass cut-off Qo=l.3GeV/d, transverse momentum spread (pr)=0.395 GeV/c for primary hadrons; the fragmentation of light quark flavours was described by the "symmetric Lund fragmentation function" with coefficients a = 0.18 and b = 0.34 GeV -2
Charmed meson reconstruction
The analysis of charmed mesons was based on the separation between primary and secondary vertices and on kaon assignment using the dE/dx information. A more detailed description of the D meson reconstruction is presented in Sect. 3.1 to 3.3. Only the part common to each analysis is summarized here.
The mean transverse position of the beam, known for each fill, was added as a constraint into a primary vertex fit. The measured r.m.s, widths of the beam spot in the horizontal and vertical directions were 150 gm and 20 gm, respectively. Charged particles were assigned to the primary interaction vertex by a two-stage impact parameter cut: first a loose cut (0.75 cm) with respect to the beam spot, then a tighter one (0.30 cm) with respect to the vertex from the first iteration.
Depending on whether the D O or D + decay final state was considered, a K -rc + or K -rc + re + combination was selected to compute a secondary vertex in space. The D o or D + momentum was calculated by the sum of the momenta of the decay products from this secondary vertex. Charged particles were considered if they had momentum above 1 GeV/c, and the energy fraction, Xe(D ) = E (D)/Eueam , of the D meson was required to exceed 0.15.
As the fitted vertex positions was most precise in the Rq5 plane, the distance between the primary and secondary vertices was calculated in this transverse plane. This distance was given the same sign as the scalar product of the D momentum with the vector joining the primary to the secondary vertices. Its length in space was then computed using the direction of the D meson. This signed apparent decay length in space, AL, was required to lie between -0.5 cm and 2 cm in order to eliminate poorly reconstructed vertices.
Using the vertex detector, decay lengths can be measured with a resolution of about 300 gm in the transverse plane, or about 350 gm in space. This resolution is much smaller than the apparent decay length of charmed D mesons produced in cO events or in B meson decays, which are typically between 1.5 mm and 3 mm at LEP energies. The combinatorial background can be reduced by imposing a cut on AL/cr, the signed apparent decay For a D O or D + from B decay, AL is greater than the D decay length whereas the D momentum is lower on average than for cg events. This results in an apparent proper time which is longer than the B proper time, assumed to be 1.3 ps on average in the following [9] . Selecting from the simulation decays with an apparent proper time greater than 1 ps would retain 9% of D O mesons from cO events and 60% ofD ~ from bbevents; whereas a selection of greater than 1.5 ps would retain 25% of D + mesons from c~ events and 60% of D + from bb-events.
In the following, whenever the normalised decay length ALIa or the apparent proper time t is considered, the vertex detector is required to have been used in the track fit for at least two charged particles from the D o or D + decay candidates.
No particle identification was applied in the D *+ -*(K-re + ) rc + decay mode, but this channel was used to check the dE/dx information as shown in Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 3 below. For the D o or D + analysis, the measured dE/dx of the kaon candidate was required to be at least one standard deviation below the theoretical energy loss of a pion.
The number of reconstructed D mesons was obtained by fitting the invariant mass (or the mass difference in the case of D *+) distributions in different X E intervals. was computed by adding in turn all possible bachelor pions to the "D o'' combination, where "D o" refers here to candidate K-re + pairs without their mass being constrained to the D o mass. In order to reject poorly measured tracks, only charged particles with an impact parameter lower than 0.3 cm with respect to the primary vertex were retained as bachelor pion candidates. The four-momentum of these candidates was calculated after the primary vertex fit. These requirements improve the AM resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio without loss of genuine D *+ from B decays. The bachelor pion momentum had to be between 0.3 GeV/c and 4.5 GeV/c, corresponding to Xs (D *+ ) between 0.15 and 1. The invariant mass (K-~ +) and the mass difference AM are shown in Fig. la and b , respectively. The mass difference distribution is given for a (K-re +) mass interval between 1.79GeV/c 2 and 1.94GeV/c 2. The (K-re +) mass is given for AM between 0.1435 GeV/c 2 and 0.1475 GeV/c 2. The hatched histograms (scaled up by a factor 2) are the same distributions for X E above 0.55 where the combinatorial background is significantly reduced. The (K-~ +) mass distribution was fitted by using the following contributions: an exponential function for the combinatorial background, a Gaussian function for the D~ + events, and a parameteri- The mass difference distribution is presented for a (K-n +) mass between 1.79 GeV/c 2 and 1.94 GeV/c 2. The solid line curves are fits as described in the text. The dashed lines show the background contribution to the fits. The hatched histograms (scaled up by a factor 2) are the same experimental distributions for X E above 0.55 lower than the expected D~ mass [8] , and the experimental resolution is 24 __ 3 MeV/c 2. This mass shift, which is also observed for the direct D o analysis (see Sect. 3.2) and with less significance for the D + (see Sect. 3.3), could be due to residual alignment errors of the detectors used in the tracking.
The signal in the mass difference distribution was described by a Gaussian function, and the background by the function e (AM-m,~) #. In order to have a better description of the background, especially at low Xe, the exponent fl was determined using two different background estimates:
-In the first case the upper side band (2.1 GeV/c 2 to 2.5 GeV/c 2) of the (K-re +) mass distribution was used with the same selection criteria as for the D * +, yielding a value for fl of 0.44 4-0.02. -In the second case only particles with charge opposite to the bachelor pion were required in a (K-z c-) mass combination: the selections in cos 0* and in distance between vertices were removed, and the (K-r c-) mass combination was taken between 1.80 GeV/c 2 and 1.92 GeV/c 2. The obtained value for # was 0.43 q-0.02. (o) pions 9 ~176176 9 9 ;~ " T? 9 9 .',~ ,_~e~_L.,,, -, _..._--K
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The selection criteria for D~ K-zt + decays were similar to those already presented for the D O from D *+ decay, but the higher combinatorial background required in addition the following constraints:
-Each particle was required to have associated hits in the vertex detector.
-At least one particle had to be measured in the outer detector. The requirement improved the invariant mass resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio.
-The dE/dx information from the TPC was used to select the kaon candidate, as defined above. This reduced the "K" re combinatorial background by a factor 3.4 and kept about 70% of the genuine D~ + , when the dE/dx information was available.
-The Z 2 probability of the fit of the K-and zr + candidates to a secondary vertex in space had to be larger than 1%.
Two event samples were then selected:
1. A first sample where the normalised decay length AL/a was required to be above 1. In the simulation, 73% of D o from c6 events and 94% of D O from bb events were retained with this selection. 2. A bb enriched sample, obtained by requiring that the D o apparent proper time was greater than 1 ps. This procedure led to the rejection of 91% of D o from c6 events.
Due to the different production rates and selection criteria, 30% of the D o samples were estimated to be also included in the previously defined D *+ sample.
The (K-re +) mass distribution with AL/(r above 1 is presented in Fig. 4 . A fit was performed where the combinatorial background was described by an exponential 
D+ ~K-n+n +
Compared to the D ~ the D + ~K-n +n + decay suffers from a higher combinatorial background, but benefits from the longer D + lifetime and from the unique kaon assignment in the three-particle combination. Slightly different selections were thus applied for this decay channel:
-At least two particles were required to have associated hits in the vertex detector.
-The momenta of the kaon and pion candidates had to exceed 2 GeV/c and 1 GeV/c, respectively.
-The impact parameter of each track with respect to the secondary vertex had to be lower than 100 gm.
-For X~ below 0.55, the kaon hypothesis was assigned using the dE/dx information. This requirement was not necessary above 0.55 due to the lower background.
Two event samples were then defined:
A first sample where the normalised decay length
ALIa was required to be above 3. This cut retains 69% of D + from c6 events and 90% of D + from bb-events. 2. A bb-enriched sample, obtained by requiring that the D + apparent proper time was greater than 1.5 ps. This cut rejects 75% of D --from c6 events. As the D + lifetime is close to the B lifetime, the bb-purity of this sample was weaker than in the D o analysis.
The invariant mass distribution (K-n + z~ +) for the first sample is shown in Fig. 5 . The D + signal, 539 __+ 52 events, was fitted with a linear background and a Gaussian shape for the D + peak. Those K-n + n + candidates compatible with a D*+~(K-n+)n + decay were removed. The fitted D + mass is 1.867___ 0.002 GeV/c 2, compatible with the expected value [8] , and the resolution is 20 ___ 2 MeV/c 2. The hatched histogram (scaled up by a factor 2) corresponds to (K-n + n +) events with X E above 0.55, where the dE/dx information is not used: the (K-n+n+) mass resolution is about 23 MeV/c 2 and 247_+ 28 D + are fitted with a lower background. Requiring an apparent proper time greater than 1.5 ps retains 205 _ 28 D + mesons with X E above 0.15.
Heavy quark fragmentation and D meson rates
The invariant mass spectra were fitted as described previously in eight X E intervals ranging from 0.15 to 1. The Tables 1, 2 
where Nz~ is the number of collected Z ~ hadronic final states; N(D) is the number of measured D mesons, corrected for acceptance and efficiencies; ?q=Fq/F h (q = uds, c, b) stands for the normalised Z ~ partial width (Z,e~+yc+zb=l); BD is the branching fraction BR(D---,Knrr) (n= 1, 2); Pc~D and Pb~D are the probabilities for a c or a b quark to fragment into a D meson, respectively; Yq is the fragmentation function for each quark flavour.
For light quarks, g-,as describes the probability to generate a D meson after gluon radiation and conversion into a virtual cO pair. This contribution is small and is concentrated at low X e due to the infra-red divergence of the gluon Bremsstrahlung spectrum. In the following, the shape of ~uas ~,as (Xe) will be taken from the simulation, where (Xe(D))ua~=0.18 and with a rate estimated as 5.0 +__2.5% of the charm quark rate )'cPc__,D.
For charm and bottom quarks, ~q=c,b(XE, eq) includes the effects of initial state photon radiation, gluon emission, the Peterson fragmentation [5] , and B meson decays for bb events. The fragmentation functions were taken from the simulation. For the bottom quark, the Peterson coefficient eb was fixed to 0.008, as quoted in Sect. 2. Fig. 6 , where the 9% fraction of c6 events has been subtracted. This last distribution is found to agree with the b--*D*+X Monte Carlo prediction where the normalisation is obtained from the fit (dotted histograms). It confirms that D mesons from bb-events have a softer spectrum than D mesons from e6 events (dashed histograms). A similar behaviour is observed in 
where the systematic error reflects the uncertainty on the background estimate, the apparent proper time selection Table 4 . D meson production fractions measured in DELPHI (the first error is statistical and the second one is systematic). B D is the branching ratio BR(D--*Knre) Using eb = 0.008 + 0.005 --0.004 [6] , the ratio %/% is found + 0.08 to be 0.11_0.06 , in agreement with the expectation (rnc/rnb) 2= 0.09 + 0.03 [5] where the evaluation of the c and b quark masses from [8] is used. From the fitted ec value, an average X e for D *+ from charm fragmentation is found to be:
(Xe (D *))~ = 0.487 ___ 0.015 (stat) _ 0.005 (sys), (4) which is less sensitive to the fragmentation parameters. This result is in agreement with previous analyses at LEP [ 10] [ 11 ] . The measured ec from D *+ was used to describe the shape of the charm quark fragmentation function into O ~ or O + mesons.
The D meson production rates are presented in Table 4 together with their statistical and systematic errors. 
It is somewhat lower then the value of 0.96 from the simulation. The difference could be due to a lower fraction, fd (b), of b quarks fragmenting into B o or B-(see Sect. 7). The contribution of b-baryon and c-baryon decays into D mesons largely cancel in the ratio. However some channels, which may be underestimated in the simulation, exist only for B meson decays (such as cg resonances, DsK, Acfi or the b~uWtransition), and may explain the "charm deficit" which has been observed at the Y4s [12] . In addition, the D meson selection with X e above 0.15 could suppress some D** contribution from b quark fragmentation. The various contributions to the experimental systematic uncertainty are listed in Table 5 for each type of D Using the D meson branching fractions Bo= BR (D~ re +) = 0.0365 +_ 0.0021, B+ =BR(D+~ K-re+re+)=0.080_0.008 [8] and B*=BR(D*+~ D~ +)=0.681 +0.016 [13] , the fractional decay widths of the Z ~ into D mesons are measured: where the branching ratios into ground state D mesons include the contributions from D * Similar analyses of D meson production have been published on the same decay channels at centre-of-mass energies around the Y4s: below the B/~ threshold for the charm quark fragmentation [14] , and at the Y4s for the B meson branching fractions [15] . They are summarized in Table 6 , where CLEO and ARGUS branching ratios for B mesons are combined. In the following, the DEL-PHI and Y4s measurements will be compared.
Discussion on primary D mesons
In this section, the nature of the primary D meson will be discussed. In charm quark fragmentation or in B meson decay, the primary D can be a D **, a D * or a D meson.
Subsequently the D ** decays into D * or into D. Whereas D * branching fractions are now accurately measured [ 13] , very little is known about D ** production and decay [ 16] . The difference between the D o and D + production fractions arises from the observed (D *+ --,D~ +) fraction, Y, while D .o always decay to D ~ If fd(c ) is defined as the probability for a charm quark to fragment into a primary charged D, D * or D ** meson (assumed equal to f, (c), similarly defined for the fragmentation to a neutral D meson), then the probabilities for a charm quark to fragment into final state D mesons are expressed as:
P~D*+ B, = Yfa(c),

ec-Do = (1 + Y)f~(c),
In the absence of D** production, Y=B,P v where Pv = V/(V+P) is defined as the ratio of the primary vector meson rate to the total primary vector + pseudoscalar meson rate, and B, as the branching fraction BR (D *+ --*DOg +).
In fact the fraction of D *+ mesons produced depends also on the probability, H, for a charm quark to fragment into a D **+ and on the average branching fraction B**=BR(D**~D*+X) (assumed to be identical to D *~ decay). Then the above set of equations (7) remains valid if the observed D *+ rate is defined as:
where the same notation as in [11] is used. Therefore from the measurement of Y, information on D ** as well as on Pv may be obtained.
The same relations (7) (8) 
where the last systematic error includes the error on the D O and D + branching ratios [8] . The observed fraction of D *+ produced. Y, has been obtained from a )C 2 fit to (7) , for c~ and bb events separately: than Pv/2 = 0.38, according to (8) . This ambiguity will be resolved with more accurate data and direct D ** measurements.
6 Measurement of the Z ~ partial width F~/F n The Z ~ partial width into charm quark pairs can be inferred from the DELPHI and CLEO [14] measurements. In c6 events from Z ~ decays, the fraction of D mesons produced is proportional to F~/F h times the-probability for a charm quark to fragment into a final state D meson, whereas only this probability is involved at centreof-mass energies around 10 GeV. Two measurements of _F' c/_F' h will be presented, the second one relying on less arbitrary assumptions. If the D**, Ds and charm-baryon production ratios are assumed to be similar at LEP energies and at around 
where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the 8.5% normalisation uncertainty of CLEO. Since all D ** decay into D * or D mesons (neglecting D** decay into DsK ), then F~/F h can be measured assuming only that the production of D s and charm-baryons by primary charm quarks is equal at LEP energies and at around 10 GeV: 
If the fraction of D~ (or charm-baryons) was to differ by 10% at LEP energies and at around 10 GeV, the value of F~/F h would change by about 0.002 in (12) . Half of the systematic uncertainty is due to the CLEO normalisation. The errors on the D O and D + branching fractions now contribute to the systematic error, although they partially cancel in the ratio. These measurements are in good agreement with the Standard Model expectation yr
Measurement of fd(b)
Using similar arguments to those above, the probability fa(b) for a b quark to fragment into/~o (or B-) meson in Z ~ hadronic decays can be inferred from DELPHI and Y4s [15] measurements. In the latter case,/~ or b-baryon production is kinematically forbidden, and fa(b) is 0.5 at the Y4s. Hence the probability for a b quark to fragment into a D meson at LEP energies can be expressed as:
Pb~D Bz, = BR (B-* 15X) B D [2 fd (b) + bs ( 1 -2 fa (b))],
where B D is the branching ratio BR (D-*Knre) (n = 1, 2) and the fraction b~, defined in Sect. 5, is assumed to be 0.1 • 0.1. The branching fractions BR (B-*[)X) B D are listed in Table 6 from r4s data. The rates Pb-~D BD are measured in DELPHI and listed in Table 4, 
This measurement confirms and improves a recent one based only on B~De+X decays [17] .
Conclusion
From 263 700 Z ~ hadronic decays collected in 1991, charmed mesons were reconstructed using the channels D~ + , D+ ~K-re+re + and D*+ -*D~ + followed D~ +. The D meson apparent proper time was used to select an enriched sample of B decay events.
From the observed XE(D)=E(D)/Ebe ~ distributions, the production fraction of each D meson in Z 0 hadronic decays is measured for the first time for c6 and for bbevents separately. The relative probabilities for b and c quarks to fragment into a final state D meson is found to be in average: Comparing these results for cO and bb events separately with those measured around the Y4s [14, 15] , some D** production would be favoured with a branching fraction BR(D**-,D*+X) lower than 0.38 if the ratio Pv of primary vector mesons to vector + pseudoscalar mesons equals 0.75. Otherwise a lower value for Pv would be favoured.
Assuming that the fraction of primary charm quarks fragmenting to Ds and charm-baryons is equal at LEP energies and at around 10 GeV, the Z ~ partial width into charm quark pairs is determined: 
